Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of small powerconstrained nodes with sensing, computation and wireless communication capabilities. These nodes are deployed in the sensing region to monitor especial events such as temperature, pollution, etc. They transmit their sensed data to the sink in a multi-hop manner. The sink is the interface between sensor nodes and the end-user. It is responsible for integrating the received data from sensors and delivered the requested data to the user. Node deployment is an important issue in WSNs and can be random or deterministic. A proper node placement can increase connectivity, coverage and lifetime of a WSN.
INTRODUCTION
A WSN is composed of a large number of sensor nodes that work with battery [1] . They are deployed in a region of interest for the purpose of monitoring physical or environmental conditions such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants. They sense particular events and report them to a remote base station or sink [2] . WSNs have lots of applications [3, 4] which mainly classified into two categories: monitoring and tracking. Examples of monitoring applications are health and wellness monitoring, power monitoring, factory and process automation monitoring. Tracking objects, animals, humans and vehicles are examples of tracking applications [1] .
Node deployment is an important factor in WSNs [5] and can be random or deterministic [6] . In random deployments, sensors may be scattered by aircraft [7] . In this way sensors may not be placed in exactly their desired locations because of wind or buildings, so the coverage and connectivity of the network may be less than the requirements of the application.
To avoid these problems, it is preferred to use deterministic deployment in physically accessible places. In deterministic deployments the place of nodes is known prior to deployment. If nodes deploy in a good pattern, it can reduce cost, energy consumption and increase coverage, connectivity, lifetime and fault tolerance of a WSN [8] . However finding optimal patterns for WSNs is a hard problem [9] .
The rest of this paper is as follows. In section 2 some related works are discussed. Section 3 gives the details of spiral deployment. Section 4 presents our work and the way of finding number of required nodes and coordination of them. The performance study is presented in section 5. Finally conclusions and suggestions for future work are drawn in section 6.
RELATED WORKS
A good deployment pattern should consider both coverage and connectivity [10, 11] . In [2] authors studied node deployment in an arbitrary-shaped region with obstacles by assumption of arbitrary relationship between communication and sensing ranges. They partitioned the interested region into sub-regions and deployed sensor nodes in those sub-regions. In [9] optimal deployments to achieve four connectivity and full coverage for WSNs under different ratios of sensors' communication range to their sensing range were studied and an optimal deployment pattern to achieve four connectivity and full coverage for WSNs was proposed for the first time. Authors of [12] investigated the relationship between the transmission range, minimum node degree and k-connectivity. Their results work for densely deployed sensors in regular two dimensional regions. In [13] deployment patterns to achieve full coverage and k-connectivity (k<=6) under different ratios of the sensor communication range to the sensing range for homogenous WSNs were studied. The authors discovered that there is a hexagon-based pattern that can generate all known optimal patterns. They also proposed a new polygon-based deployment. In [12] authors analyzed a variety of regular deployments in one and two dimensional regions such as square, hexagon and triangle patterns which are shown in figure 1. They also presented the formula to calculate number of required nodes according to their sensing radius (a) and the desired area in these three models. Triangle-Hexagon Tiling (THT) was also proposed in [13] and was compared with random and square grid patterns in case of coverage, energy consumption and worst-case delay. Figure 2 shows these three deployments.
It was considered that the desired sensing region is circular. THT pattern outperforms than two other strategies for energy consumption and worst-case delay. For coverage performance, a square grid is better than other strategies.
Our work aims to develop a deterministic node deployment with higher coverage, greater connectivity with fewer nodes than regular patterns discussed in [12] .
ROBLEM STATEMENTS
Several node deployments have been proposed [12, 13] . In this paper a new pattern for node deployment is proposed with considering following assumptions:
1-The wireless sensor network is homogeneous. 2-The area is two-dimensional. 3-The communication and sensing radius of all sensors are the same.
The problem is how to deploy fewer sensors in the area (A) to achieve higher coverage and connectivity than other deployments such as square, hexagon and triangle. Before explaining our model some definitions are presented here.
Definition 1:
K-Coverage: A WSN is called K-Coverage if every point of the specified area is covered by at least k sensors [13] .
Definition 2:
K-Connected: A WSN is K-Connected if k-1 nodes fail and the network remains connected [8] .
Definition 3:
Fault Tolerance:
If the network continues to work properly in spite of failure, it is a fault tolerant network [6] .
Archimedean Spiral
Its polar coordination is that "a" determines the start of turning and "b" shows the distance of consequent turnings. One feature of Archimedean spiral is that the distance of consequent turnings are the same and is equal to 2πb [14, 15, 16].
Fig 3: Archimedean spiral with polar coordination
The figure 3 shows that if nodes deploy in this mode, the WSN will be one-connected and failure of one node cause the network to be disconnected. For this reason it was decided to use two Archimedean spirals in a way to guarantee fivecoverage and five-connectivity.
Nested Spirals
The proposed model is composed of two spirals with polar coordinates of and . Nested spirals with polar coordinates of (0< ) and (0< ) are shown in figure 4 . The turning of spiral with polar coordination of is one less than spiral with polar coordination of . This will be useful in calculating number of nodes. 
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The coverage and connectivity of nested spirals are shown in figures 5 and 6. The figures show that minimum connectivity and coverage of nested spirals is five, it means that our proposed model is five-connected and five-coverage. 
PROPOSED APPROACH
In this paper a new deployment of sensors is proposed in which nodes are placed on two Archimedean spirals. It is considered that the network is homogenous and the area is two dimensional. The goal is to gain higher coverage and greater connectivity by using fewer nodes. The result of our proposed deployment is a five-coverage and five-connected network. In order to compare our model with other deployments, a formula is required to get the number of nodes according to sensing/communication radius and the area. To reach the formula following steps should be determined.
1-Node's distance in each spiral based on sensing radius. 2-Polar equation of spirals based on sensing radius. 3-Perimeter based on sensing radius and area.
By dividing the perimeter to node's distance the number of required nodes is determined.
Node's Distance in Each Spiral Based on Sensing Radius
In figure 7, two spirals are shown which one of them is specified by thick blue line and the other with dashed red line.
The part which is shown by a trigger is the maximum distance that two sensors may have from each other and it is equivalent to communication radius (a). So the distance of sensors in each spiral is calculated as below: 
Polar Equation of Spirals Based on Sensing Radius
In each spirals the distance between two consecutive turnings is twice the node's distance (d) [14] . So
By substituting "d" from equation 2, "b" will be as follows:
And the polar coordination of two nested spirals will be π 
Perimeter Based on Sensing Radius and Area
The perimeter of Archimedean spiral with polar equation of is calculated as follows [17]:
As explained before the turning of Archimedean spiral with polar equation is one less than spiral with polar equation of , so the perimeter of it is calculated as follows: π (8) Our goal is to express the perimeter based on sensing range (a) and area (A), so the area of Archimedean spiral with polar equation is presented below [18] : 
Formula to Calculate Number of Required Nodes Based on Area and Sensing Radius
Now it is enough to divide perimeters to the distance of deployed nodes (d) according to equation 2 to calculate the number of nodes in each spiral which are shown by and respectively:
And the total number of nodes (N) which are required in our model is the sum of nodes in two spirals:
(17)
Coordination of Node Placement
As explained before our model is a deterministic model in which the place of nodes is determined before deployment. For calculating the coordination of nodes in each spiral a starting point is considered and the coordination of a point with distance of "d" from that starting point is calculated and the next place will be calculated from this point and this will be repeated to get the coordination of all sensor nodes.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section our proposed model is compared from different points of view with other models.
Performance Evaluation: Coverage and Connectivity
Amount of Coverage and degree of connectivity related to different models is presented in table1 [12, 13] . Coverage and connectivity of different deployments is affected respectively by sense and communication radius [2] . According to section 3 and figures 5 and 6, it is concluded that our proposed model is five-coverage and five-connected. Five-coverage means that every point of the specified area is covered by at least five sensor nodes and five-connectivity means that if four neighbor sensor nodes fail, the network remains connected. Table 1 shows our model has higher coverage than other deployment, so every point of the area is covered by more nodes. It is concluded that its data is more accurate than other ones. The minimum degree of connectivity of our model is also higher than square and hexagon models, so by failing more nodes the network will continue to work properly. It is concluded that our proposed model is more fault tolerant than these two models. 
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Performance Evaluation: Number of Required Nodes
The formula for calculating the number of nodes in our model explained in section 3.4. In order to find the number of required nodes (N) in a specified area (A) according to sensing radius in other three models, the area (A) should be divided to the average number of required nodes for every pattern. For example in square model every vertex of a square is connected to four other vertexes, so in average every square needs one node, so by calculating the area to the area of one square with length ( ), the number of required nodes will be calculated. In Triangle every vertex is connected to six other vertexes, so one triangle needs nodes in average, so after dividing the area to the area of one triangle with length and finding the number of required triangles in a specified area, it should be multiplied in . In Hexagon every vertex is connected to three other nodes, so nodes are required for every hexagon in average. After calculating the number of hexagons by dividing the specified area to the area of one hexagon, it should be multiplied in [12] . The results of calculation are presented in Table 2 . In this section the number of required nodes of different models is calculated for different areas and sensing ranges of 10, 20 and 30 meters. The results are presented in table 3-5. 
Improvement Point
If the formula to calculate the number of nodes based on area and sensing radius in other models such as triangle and nested spiral are shown respectively by F1 and F2, F is expressed as follows:
If the value of F is positive, It means that F1 is higher than F2 , so triangle model requires more nodes than nested spirals and if its value is negative, It can be concluded that our model needs fewer nodes than triangle model. 
Performance Evaluation: Energy Consumption
In order to compare energy consumption of models with each other, they are simulated with ns2 with the parameters which are listed in table 6. less energy for sending and receiving packets. Less energy consumption cause higher lifetime and greater fault tolerance.
CONCLUSION AND FUTUER WORK
In this paper a new deployment pattern for WSNs is proposed and analyzed. In our model, sensor nodes are placed in a spiral pattern in distances less than communication radius to guarantee five-coverage and five-connectivity. Our proposed model has higher coverage than other models such as triangle, square and hexagon. Its connectivity is also greater than square and hexagon deployments. Analytical results show that our model uses fewer sensors than other models when the ratio of area to sensing radius is high. Simulation results show that the proposed model consumes less energy than other models, so the lifetime and fault tolerance of our model is greater than other models.
Here a new deployment pattern is proposed, it is suggested to schedule sensor nodes in a way that reduced set of sensors remain active in the execution of a sensing task to increase network lifetime [19] . Also in this paper homogenous wireless sensor network is considered, so it is suggested to use spiral deployment in heterogonous wireless sensor network and using other kinds of spirals such as logarithmic ones.
